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时态语态题练习题
1.“ I don’t like to travel.” “Have you ever _____ in an airplane?”
A. flying

B. flew

C. flowed

D. flown

2. The center of gravity of the human body ______ behind his joint.
A. located

B. locating

C. to locate

D. is located

3.“ What happened in that new area?” “New houses ______ recently over there.”
A. are built

B. build

C. have built

D. have been built

4.“ When did you go to work?” “As soon as they came, we ______ to work.”
A. went

B. were going

C. had gone

D. go

5.“ Did you wait for him very long? ”“Yes,I ______ to bed until five in the morning.”
A. did go

B. didn’t go

C. had gone

D. went

6. Perhaps it will be a long time ______from abroad.
A. when Tom comes back

b. when Tom will come back

C. before Tom comes back

D. that Tom comes back

7. Tom ______ mathematics throughout his college life.
A. bored

B. bored with

C. was bored

D. was bored

C. travels

D.

is

C. has listened

D.

is

with
8. Mr Wu ______ to work by bus every day.
A. has been traveling

B. has traveled

traveling
9. Don’t disturb him. He ______ to the weather forecast.
A. listens

B. is being listened

listening
10. My English teacher ______ my test.
A. hasnot yet graded

B. has not yet been graded

C. is not yet to be graded

D. is not yet graded

11. We ______ on it for many hours, but we have not yet reached any conclusion.
A. are being worked

B. are working

C. have been working

D.

have

C. is being stand

D. has stood

been worked
12. Shanghai ______ on the Huangpu River.
A. stand

B. stands

13.“ Tell the students to stop shouting. We______ our essays now.”
A. write

B. have been writing

C. are writing

D.

have

written
A. Do you try

B. Have you tried

C. Are you trying

D. Have you been

trying
15. Chinese married couple _____ red packets to children and the unmarried during the Chinese
new Year.

A. give

B. have been giving

C. are giving

D. have given

16. This is the first time the students______ to Hyde Park.
A. have gone

B. have been gone

C. have been going

D. are being gone

17. She ______ her mother’s work since she was admitted into hospital.
A. is doing

B. has been doing

C. has done

D. has been done

18. Elections _______ every four years and Congress meets once a year.
A. are taken place

B. are to be taken place

C. took place

D. take place

19. Oil, exported from Iran to Europe, _____ by tankers.
A. used to be transported

B. used to being transported

C. was used to be transported

D. was used to being transported

20. If it ______, the match will be postponed.
A. has been rained

B. does rain

C. rains

D. is rained

21. As soon as I ______ the tools, I shall begin with the work.
A. have

B. am having

C. have been having

D. have been had

22. Once you ______ the knack of it, you will have no further difficulty.
A. shall have

B. had had

C. are having

D. have

23. It ______ every day so far this month.
A. is raining

B. rains

C. has rained

D. has been rained

24. no one can prove that the earth ______ not round.
A. is being

B. is to be

C. is

D. has been

25. I shall tell you what he ______ at three o’clock yesterday afternoon.
A. had done

B. would do

C. was doing

D. had been done

26. By the end of last year they ______ 1,000 machines.
A. turned out

B. had turned out

C. would turn out

D. had been turned out

27. He was sixty-eight. In two years he ______ seventy.
A. would be

B. was

C. had been

D. was being

28. Up till then we ______ half the distance.
A. had only covered

B. covered

C. would only cover

D. would be only covered

29. While I ______ television, the door bell ______.
A. watched/would ring

B. would watch/had rung

C. was watching/rang

D. had been watched/was ringing

30. The new type of machine ______ the year after next.
A. is going to turn out

B. is going to being turned out

C. is going to have turned out

D. is going to be turned out

31. Large sums of money ______ each year in painting the steelwork of bridges, ships, and other
exposed structures.
A. have spent

B. have to be spent

C. have to spend

32. A candidate for the post ______ at the moment.

D. spend

A. is interviewing B. being interviewing

C. interviewing

D. is being interviewed

33. By the end of last year the railway______.
A. was being completed

B. would be completed

C. had been completed

D. had completed

34. She told me that her proposal ______.
A. needed to take into consideration

B. needed to be taken into consideration

C. needed to be taking into consideration

D. needed to have taken into consideration

35. He fulfilled the plan earlier than he______.
A. had expected

B. expecting

C. should expect

D. would expect

36. ______ when the bell rang.
A. Hardlywould he reach school

B. Hardly had he reached school

C. Hardly he reached school

D. Hardly he was reaching school

37. They were sure they ______ final victory.
A. were won

B. would be won

C. would win

D. had been won

38. We ______ on the project by the end of next week.
A. shall have finished to work

B. shall finish to work

C. shall have finished working

D. shall finish working

39. I promise you that I ______ you a present next week.
A. will give

B. will have given

C. shall give

D. shall have given

40. I hope that she ______ to the demands of the naughty boys.
A. will not have agreed

B. will not be agreed

C. will not agree

D. will not have been agreed

定语练习题：
1、You may take anything useful
.
A．which you want
B．you want them
C．what you want
D．you want
2、My hometown is no longer the same
it used to be.
A．like
B．that
C．as
D．which
3、The old woman has two sons, one
is a teacher.
A．of who
B．of whom
C．of which
D．of them
4、You can take any seat
is free.
A．in which
B．that
C．where
D．which
5、Is there anything
to you?
A．that belong
B．which belongs
C．that belongs
D．that is belonged
6、We hope to get such a tool
he is using.
A．where
B．that
C．as
D．which
7. In the dark street , there wasn’t a single person _____ she could turn for help.
A. that

B. who

C. from whom

D. to whom

8. After living in Pairs for fifty years he returned to the small town ____ he grew up as a child.

A. which

B. where

C. that

D. when

9、I’ve read all the books
were borrowed from the library.
A．they
B．which
C．/
D．that
10、This is the best hotel in the city
I know.
A．it
B．where
C．that
D．which
11、Is oxygen the only gas
helps fire burn?
A．it
B．which
C．/
D．that
12、The Second World War
millions of people were killed ended in 1945.
A．on which
B．where
C．in that
D．during which
13、Winter is the time of year
the days are short and nights are long.
A．on which
B．that
C．when
D．where
14、I’ll show you a store
you may buy all
you need.
A．that, that
B．which, that
C．where, which
D．in which, /
15、I still remember the day
she first wore that pink dress.
A．on which
B．on that
C．in which
D．which
16、Do you know the reason
she got so angry yesterday ?
A．why
B．which
C．for that
D．for why
17、Is
some German friends visited last week ?
A．this school where
B．this school one
C．this the school
D．this school
18、Is there any one in your class
family is in the city.
A．whose
B．which
C．who’s
D．who
19、Can you lend me the book
the other day ?
A．which you talked
B．that you talked
C．about that you talked
D．you talked about
20、This is one of the best films
this year.
A．which has been shown
B．that have been shown
C．that have shown
D．have been shown
21、Do you know the man
?
A．that I spoke
B．I spoke to
C．to who I spoke
D．whom I spoke
22、There are two thousand students in our school,
are girls.
A．two-thirds in which
B．two-thirds in them
C．two-thirds of them
D．of whom two thirds
23、I have bought two ball-pens,
writes well.
A．neither of them
B．none of them
C．neither of which
D．none of which
24、Do you know the reason
he was late?
A．for which
B．for what
C．which
D．that
25、
has been said above, grammar is a set of dead rules.
A．As
B．That
C．What
D．Which
26、John got beaten in the game,
had been expected.
A．who
B．what
C．that
D．as
27、They’re invented me to their party,
is kind of them.

A．this
B．that
C．which
D．as
28、Crusoe’s dog became ill and died,
made him very lonely.
A．this
B．that
C．which
D．as
29、There isn’t so much noise in the country
in big cities.
A．as
B．where
C．which
D．that
30、I often thought of my childhood,
I lived on a farm.
A．who
B．when
C．where
D．which
31、Next month,
you’ll be in your hometown, is coming.
A．where
B．when
C．that
D．which
32、The next thing
must be done is to make a plan.
A．which
B．that
C．when
D．/
33、He talked happily about the men and books
interested him greatly in the school.
A．that
B．when
C．who
D．which
34. Recently I bought an ancient Chinese vase , _____ was very reasonable.
A. which price
B. the price of which
C. its price
D. the price of whose
35._____ has already been pointed out, grammar is not a set of dead rules.
A. As
B. It
C. That
D. Which
36. The visitor asked the guide to take his picture _____ stands the famous tower.
A. that
B. where
C. which
D. there
37. I don’t like _____ you speak to her.
A. the way
B. the way in that
C. the way which D. the way of which
38. He made another wonderful discovery, ____ of great importance to science.
A. which I think is B. which I think it is
C. which I think it D.I think which is
39. I will invite _______ my daughter loves.
A. whoever
B. whomever
C. whichever
D. whatever
40.You can buy as many copies of this book ________ you wants.
A. that
B. which
C. as
D. for which

状语从句练习题
1. Not until all the fish died in the river __________how serious the pollution was.
A. did the villagers realize
B. the villagers realized
C. the villagers did realize
D. didn’t the villagers realize
2. —Why do you drink so much coffee?
—Well, _________it doesn’t keep me awake in the nights; I see no harm in it.
A. although
B. if
C. unless
D. while
3. Why not buy a cheaper one, _____________you don’t have enough money?
A. since
B. because
C. for
D. though
4. It is ten years ____________I left home.
A. when
B. after
C. since
D. as
5. He speaks English _____________he speaks his mother tongue.
A. so good as
B. as good as
C. so well as
D. as well as
6. Try _______he might, he couldn’t get out of difficulty.
A. when
B. where
C. till
D. as
7. __________I saw the computer, I showed great interest in it.
A. At first
B. For the first time
C. Until
D. The first
time

8. I don’t think you’ll be able to understand this formula(公式) ____________you finish school.
A. as if
B. only when
C. even
D.
even
when
9. I often visited Tian’an Men Square ____________I was staying in Beijing.
A. until
B. during
C. while
D.
throughout
10. He always thinks I’m wrong, _____________I may say.
A. no matter whatever B. whatever
C. what
D. that
11. __________the rain has stopped, let’s continue to work.
A. For
B. Now that
C. That
D. Because
12. ____________, I am sure that the boy is honest.
A. Whatever people say
B. No matter people say
C. What people say
D. It doesn’t matter people say
13. I knew Mr. Green _____________I knew Mrs. Green.
A. long before
B. before long
C. long ago
D. after long
14. __________often you ring, no one will answer.
A. How
B. However
C. Whom
D. Whenever
15. I will never stop ______________they might like it.
A. no matter how
B. how
C. what
D. though
16. Father was ________busy in working __________he often forgot rest or meals.
A. very, that
B. so, that
C. such, as
D. enough, as
17. We made a decision __________there would be rain, we should stay at home.
A. that
B. if
C. that if
D. whether
18. I usually watch TV in the evening ____________I have to study for an examination.
A. because
B. unless
C. while
D. the moment
19. —Have you got any idea for the summer vacation?
—I don’t mind where we go ______ there’s sun, sea and beach.
A. as if
B. as long as
C. now that
D. in order that
20. -----Do you have a minute? I’ve got something to tell you.
-----Ok, ______ you make it short.
A. now that
B. if only
C. so long as
D. every time

虚拟语气练习题
1. The teacher demanded that the exam _____ before eleven.
A. must finish
B. would be finished
C. be finished
D. must be finished
2. She made the demand that the journalists _____ at once ______ Iraq.
A. leave; for
B. leave; to
C. left; to
D. to be left; for
3. He is talking so much about America as if he _____ there.
A. had been
B. has been
C. was
D. has gone
4. The young man insisted that he _____ nothing wrong and _____ free.
A. did; set
B. had done; should be set
C. should do; be set
D. had done; must be set
5. I suggested there ____ be a kind of language all could understand and use ____ .
A. can; it
B. /; /
C. would; it
D. may; /

6. The suggestion has been made _____ the basketball game _____ put off.
A. for; to
B. that; be
C. which; should be
D. to; being
7. The order came that the medical supplies _____ to Beijing for the Sars soon.
A. would be sent
B. should send
C. be sent
D. must be sent
8. It is important that we _____ wild animals.
A. will protect
B. should protect
C. shall protect
D. are protecting
9. Had you listened to the doctor, you _____ all right now.
A. are
B. were
C. would be
D. would have
been
10. _____ any change about the date, please tell me immediately.
A. Will there be
B. Should there be
C. There will be
D. There should be
11. _____ today, he would get there by Friday.
A. Would he leave
B. Was he leaving
C. Were he to leave
D. If he leave
12. Should it rain, the crops _____ .
A. would be saved
B. would have been saved
C. will be saved
D. had been saved
13. You _____ come earlier. The bus left a moment ago.
A. would
B. should have
C. may
D. have
14. He treated me as though/as if _____ his own son.
A. I am
B. I would be
C. I was
D. I were
15. I _____ you some money, but I hadn’t any on me then.
A. would lend
B. would have lent
C. could lend
D. may have
lent
16. A few minutes earlier and we _____ the rain.
A. have caught
B. had caught
C. could have caught
D. were to
catch
17. --- “Have you ever been to Beijing?”
--- “No, but I wish I _____”
A. have
B. will
C. do
D. had
18. I’m glad I went over all my notes; otherwise _____ .
A. I may have failed
B. I’d fail
C. I’d have failed
D. I’ll have
failed
19. --- “What will you do during the summer holiday?”
--- “I don’t know, but it’s high time _____ something.”
A. I’m deciding
B. I’ll decide
C. I decided
D. I decide
20. What should we do if it _____ tomorrow?
A. should snow
B. would snow
C. snow
D. will snow
21. If only I _____ my watch!
A. hadn’t lost
B. haven’t lost
C. didn’t lost
D. don’t
lose
22. You _____ such a serious mistake if you had followed his advice.
A. may not make
B. might not make
C. shouldn’t have made
D. might not have made
23. We _____ the work on time without your help.
A. hadn’t had finished
B. didn’t have finished
C. couldn’t have finished
D. can’t have finished
24. --- “Where have you been?”
--- “I got caught in traffic; otherwise _____ sooner.”

A. I would be here
B. I have been here
C. I had been here
D. I would have been here
25. If it were not for the fact that you _____ ill, I would ask you to do this right now.
A. were
B. had been
C. are
D. should be
26.If Peter had enough money, he ______ on the trip to Los Angeles.
A. had gone
B. would go
C. went
D. would have
gone
27. He did his homework carefully for fear that he ______.
A. made a mistake
B. makes a mistake
C. would make a mistake
D. make a
mistake
28. I would have asked him to attend our gathering, but I ______his address.
A. didn’t know
B. hadn’t know
C. don’t know
D. wouldn’t
know
29. The stubborn young man did not follow the advice that he ______ on his behavior since he didn’
t believe that he had done anything wrong.
A. reflect
B. had reflected
C. would reflect
D. must reflect
30. I ______ the airport to make a flight reservation, but in fact I didn’t.
A. should have called
B. called
C. could call
D. would call
31. I would have told him the answer, but I ______ so busy at that moment.
A. had been
B. was
C. were
D. would be
32 If only we ______ a phone! I’m fed up with lining up outside the public phone box.
A. have
B. had
C. will have
D. are to have
33. Mr. Smith received the order that he ______ the documents to the new product meeting for
further discussion.
A. bring
B. brings
C. will bring
D. has
brought
34. I wish ______.
A. I know how to program the new computer
B. I will know to program the new computer
C. I knew how to program the new computer
D. I do know how to program the new
computer
35. He believes he has been cheated. He ______it.
A. should not have believed
B. should not believe
C. did not believe
D. can’t
but believe
36. But for the reform, we ______ such great achievements.
A. shall not make
B. could not have made
C. should not make
D. can
not have made
37. I need a helping hand, but I would sooner you ______.
A. come
B. coming
C. will go with me
D. didn’t join me
38. If the government had built more homes for the poor several years ago, the housing problems
now ______ so serious in many parts of the country.
A. wouldn’t be
B. won’t be
C. will not have been
D. would not have been
39. Tom might have come to school in time for the lecture ______.
A. if he got up earlier
B. unless he had got up earlier
C. but he got up rather late
D. but he had gotten up late
40. They took the injured straight to the hospital. Otherwise some of them ______.
A. might have died
B. might die
C. would die
D. could die
41. It is a perfect fit, sir. I ______ to you otherwise.
A. wouldn’t show it
B. wouldn’t have shown it
C. wouldn’t take it
D. wouldn’t have taken it

42. Jeff looked as if he _______ a ghost.
A. saw
B. has seen
C. had seen
D. would see
43. I would have gone to the concert, if I ______ time.
A. had had
B. have had
C. had
D. would have had
44. ______ I known it, I would have told you.
A. Have
B. If
C. Had
D. Having
45. The headmaster required that all the teachers ______ at the meeting.
A. present
B. must be present
C. be present
D. would be present
46. The mother rejected my suggestion that she ______ her daughter the next week.
A. met
B. meets
C. would meet
D. meet
47. It is necessary that anyone ______ exercises every day if he wishes to keep healthy.
A. do
B. would do
C. did
D. will do
48. It is high time that we ______ all ready for this afternoon meeting, ______it would be late.
A. must get, or
B. got, or
C. should get, and
D. get, and
49. In spite of the noise, he went on working ______ nothing were happening.
A. as if
B. because
C. although
D. where
50. ______ the flood, the ship would have reached its destination on time.
A. In case of
B. In spite of
C. As of
D. But for

倒装练习题
1.______ and the lesson began.
A. In came Mr Brown
B. Mr Brown in came
C. In came he
D.
came in Mr Brown
2.Over _______ , dead.
A. rolling the goat
B. rolled the goat
C. did the goat roll
D.
the goat rolled
3. —Where is your father? —Oh, ________.
A. here he comes
B. he here comes
C. here does he come
D.
here comes he
4. Now ______ your turn to recite the text.
A. will come
B. comes
C. has come
D.
there is
5.Often _____ them not to smoke here.
A. we advised
B. advised me
C. did we advise
D.
had we advised
6. Next door to ours ________ , who is no less than eighty.
A. that lives an old man
B. does an old man live
C. lives an old man
D. where lives an old man
7. —I thought you women were present at the meeting. —__________.
A. So we were
B. So we did
C. So were we
D. So did we
8.I don’t think Jack will come today, _____.
A. nor will Mary
B. and Mary doesn’t
C. Mary will either
D. or Mary does
9. She is fond of cooking, _____I .
A. so am
B. nor am
C. neither do
D. nor do
10.Marx was born in Germany and German was his native language
.
A. So it was with Engles
B. So was it with Engles

C. So was Engles
D. So did Engles
11.A fish needs water and without water it will die._______.
A. So does a man
B. So will a man
C. So it is with a man

D. So is it with a

man
12. So absorbed _______ the work that she often forgot to _____ her meals.
A. had she been in; do B. she was in; make
C. was she in; take
D. she had been
in ; have
13.So loudly ______ that every one of the class could hear him.
A. did he speak
B. did he spoke
C. spoke he
D. he spoke
14. __________ his apperance that no one could recognize him.
A. Strange so was
B. So strange was
C. Was so strange
D. So was strange
15.Not once ______ their plan.
A. did they change
B. they changed
C. changed they
D.
they
did
change
16. Never ______ such a wonderful place as Hangzhou.
A. are seeing
B. had I seen
C. I have seen
D. have I seen
17.Seldom ______ TV during the day.
A. they watch
B. are they watching
C. have they watched D. do they watch
18.Nowhere ______ as in my garden.
A. the flowers were so beautiful
B. were the flowers so beautiful
C. so beautiful were the flowers
D. so beautiful the flowers were
19. Hardly ________ his homework when he went out.
A. finished he
B. he had finished
C. did he finish
D. had he finished
20.Scarcely _____ finished their homework ______ I came into the classroom.
A. had they; than
B. they had; when
C. had they; when
D. did they; when
21. Not only _______ a promise, but also he kept it.
A. has he made
B. does he make
C. he made
D. did he make
22. Not until his comrades criticized him _______ to admit his mistake.
A. had he begun
B. began he
C. did he begin
D. does he begin
23.Only after liberation___ to be treated as human beings.
A.did they begin
B. they had begun
C. they did begin
D. had they begun
24.Not only ___to stay at home, but he was also forbidden to see his friends.
A. he was forcing
B. he was forced
C. was he forcing
D. was he forced
25.Not until his father was out of prison to school. _______.
A. can John go
B. John can go
C. could John go
D. John could go
26.Never before __seen such a stupid man.
A. am I
B. was I
C. have I
D. shall I
27.Rarely ___about such a silly thing.
A. have I heard of B. I have heard of
C. I have been hearing of
D. have I
heard from
28.Little ___about his own health though he was very ill.
A. he cared
B. did he care
C. does he care
D. he cares
29.Hardly ____down ___he stepped in.
A.had I sat …than
B. I had sat …when
C.had I sat …then
D.
had
I

sat…when
30.No sooner___asleep than she heard a knock at the door.
A. she had fallen
B. had she fallen
C. she had fell
31. ____, he is honest.
A. As he is poor
B. Poor is he
C. Poor as he is
32. _____, he knows a lot of things.
A. A child as he is
B. Child as he is
C. A child as is he
33. _____, you can’t lift yourself up.
A. Even you’re strong
B. Strong as you are
C. How strong you are
D. In spite you’re strong
34.So carelessly___ that he almost killed himself.
A. he drives
B. he drove
C. does he drive
D. did he drive
35.Early in the day____ the news ____the enemy were gone.
A. come…that
B. came…that
C. comes…that
D. came …what

D. had she fell
D. Poor as is he
D. Child as is he

非谓语动词练习：
1.______ more attention, the trees could have grown better.
A. To give
B. Having given
C. Given
D. Giving
2.The first textbooks ______ for teaching English as a foreign language came out in the 16th
century.
A. to be written
B. written
C. being written
D. having written
3.The missing boys were last seen ______ near the river.
A. to play
B. play
C. to be playing
D. playing
4.______ in thought, he almost ran into the car in front of him.
A. To lose
B. Lost
C. Having lost
D. Losing
5.When passing me he pretended ______ me.
A. o see
B. not having seen
C. to have not seen
D. not to have
seen
6.The children insisted ______ there on foot.
A. they going
B. they would go
C. on their going
D. going
7.He still remembers ______ to Shanghai when he was very young.
A. taking
B. being taken
C. taken
D. having taken
8.______ the railway station, we had a break, only ______ the train had left.
A. Arriving at; to find
B. Coming to; discovering that
C. On arriving at; finding out
D. Hurrying to; to have found out
9.With the boy ______ the way, we had no trouble ______ the way ______ to Zhongshan Park.
A. leading; finding; leading
B. to lead; found; to lead
C. led; finding; led
D. leading; found; led
10.______ these pictures, I couldn’t help thinking of those days when I was in Being and ______
from the top of a thirty-storeyed building, Beijing looks more beautiful.
A. Seeing; seen
B. Seen; seeing
C. Seeing; seeing
D. Seen; seen
11.I can hardly imagine Peter ______ across the Atlantic Ocean in five days.(NMET)

A. to have sailed
B. to sail
C. sailing
D. sail
12.If you wave your book in front of your face, you can feel the air ______ against your face.
A. moved
B. moving
C. moves
D. to move
13.______ is known to all, China will be an ______ and powerful country in 20 or 30 years time.
A. That; advancing
B. This; advanced
C. As; advanced
D. It; advancing
14.While shopping, people sometimes can’t help ______ into buying something they
Don’t really need.
A. persuade
B. persuading
C. being persuaded
D. be persuaded
15.There was terrible noise ______ the sudden burst of light.
A. followed
B. following
C. to be followed
D. being followed
16.Please excuse my ______ in without ______ .
A. come; permitted
B. coming; permitted
C. coming; being permitted
D. to come; being permitted
17.______ his head high, the manager walked into the room to attend the meeting ______ then.
A. Holding; being held
B. Held; holding
C. Having held; held
D. Held; to be held
18.——Did you hear her ______ this pop song this time the other day?
——Yes, and I heard this song ______ in English.
A. sing; singing
B. sung; sung
C. sung; singing
D. singing; sung
19.The question ______ now at the meeting is not the question ______ yesterday.
A. discussed; discussed
B. discussing; had discussed
C. being discussed; discussed
D. discussing; discussing
20.With the cooking ______ ,I went on ______ some sewing.
A. done; to do
B. being done; doing
C. to be done; doing D. to have done; doing
21.It is no use ______ your past mistakes.
A. regretting
B. regret
C. to regret
D. regretted
22.Her husband died in 1980 and had nothing ______ to her, only ______ her five
children.
A. left; to leave B. leaving; leaving
C. leaving; left
D. left; leaving
23.I am very busy. I have a very difficult problem ______ .
A. to work
B. to work out
C. to be worked out D. to work it out
24.I would appreciate ______ back this afternoon.(NMET)
A. you to call
B. you call
C. your calling
D. you’re calling
25.Climbing mountains was ______ ,so we all felt ______ .
A. tiring; tired
B. tired; tiring
C. tiring; tiring
D. tired; tired
26.I saw some villagers ______ on the bench at the end of the room.
A. seating
B. seat
C. seated
D. seated themselves
27.She was glad to see her child well ______ care of.
A. take
B. to be taken
C. taken
D. taking
28.It is one of the important problems ______ tomorrow.
A. to solve
B. to be solved
C. solved
D. solving
29.______ maps properly, you need a special pen.
A. Drawn
B. Drawing
C. To draw
D. Be drawing
30.There is a river ______ around our school.

A. to run
B. run
C. running
D. to be running
31.How about the two of us ______ a walk down the garden?
A. to take
B. take
C. taking
D. to be taken
32.I was fortunate to pick up a wallet ______ on the ground on the way back home,
but unfortunately for me, I found my color TV set. ______ when I got home.
A. lying; stolen
B. laying; stealing
C. lay; stolen
D. lying; stealing
33.Whth the kind－hearted boy ______ me with my work, I’m sure I’ll be able to spare time
______ with your work.
A. to help; help you out
B. helping; helping you
C. helped; to help you out
D. to help; to help you
34. Greatly moved by her words, ______ .
A. tears came to his eyes
B. he could hardly hold back his tears
C. tears could hardly be held back
D. his eyes were filled with tears.
35.——I hope the children won’t touch the dog.
——I’ve warned them ______ .
A. not
B. not to
C. not touch
D. not do
36. I would love ______ to the party last night but I had to work extra hours to finish a report.
A. to go
B. to have gone
C. going
D. having gone
37. When ______ why he walked in without permission, he just stared at us and said nothing.
A. been asked
B. asked
C. asking
D. to be asked
38. The man kept silent in the room unless ______ .
A. spoken to
B. spoke to
C. spoken
D. to speak
39. He was often listened ______ in the next room.
A. sing
B. sung
C. to sing
D. to sing
40. Rather than ______ on a crowded bus, he always prefers ______ a bicycle.
A. ride; ride
B. riding; ride
C. ride; to ride
D. to ride; riding
41. The boy wanted to ride his bicycle in the street, but his mother told him ______ .
A. not to
B. not to do
C. not do it
D. do not to
42. What’s troubling them is ______ enough experienced workers.
A. that they have to
B. they have not
C. their not having
D. not their having
43.______ his telephone number, she had some difficulty getting in touch with Bill.
A. Not knowing
B. Knowing not
C. Not having known
D. Having not
know
44. Bamboo is used ______ houses in some places .
A. to build
B. to building
C. to be built
D. being built
45. Go on ______ the other exercise after you have finished this one.
A. to do
B. doing
C. with
D. to be doing
46.The day we looked forward to ______ .
A. come
B. coming
C. has come
D. have come
47.Whom would you rather ______ the work?
A. to have to do
B. to have do
C. have to do
D. have do
48. Do you think it any good ______ with him again?
A. to talk
B. talking
C. to talking
D. having talked

49. Sometimes new ideas have to be tested many times before ______ .
A. accepting fully
B. being fully accepted
C. fully accepting
D. fully being accepted
50. The government forbids ______ such bad books.
A. published
B. to publish
C. publish

D. publishing

反义疑问句练习题：
1. It’s a fine day, Let’s go fishing, _____?
A. won’t we

B. will we

C. don’t we

D. shall we

2. Frank is working late again. This is the first time this week he’s had to study late, ____?
A. isn’t he

B. hasn’t it

C. hasn’t he

D. isn’t it

3. —Daddy’s forgot to post the letter again, ____?
—I’m afraid he ___.
A. has; has

B. isn’t; is

C. hasn’t; has

D. has; hasn’t

4. —Sorry, I’m not feeling well and I don’t think I can finish.
—Don’t worry. Let us do it for you , ____?
A. will you

B. shall we

C. shan’t we

D. shall you

5. I don’t think he could have done such a stupid thing last night, ____?
A. do I

B. could he

C. did he

D. has he

C. mustn’t it

D. isn’t it

6. —The ground is wet.
—It must have rained last night,____ ?
A. hasn’t it

B. didn’t it

7. —Jenny doesn’t think that Robert is honest, ___?
—I’m afraid not.
A. is he

B. isn’t he

C. does she

D. doesn’t she

C. should we

D. would you

C. isn’t there

D. can we

8. —The new windows need washing.
—Well, let’s wash them together, ____?
A. shall we

B. will you

9. There is little we can do about it, ____?
A. is there

B. can’t we

10. —The problem wasn’t difficult for him, was it ?
—______. He should have been given a more difficult one.
A. No, it was

B. Yes, it was

C. Yes, it wasn’t

D. No, it wasn’t

C. can you

D. mustn’t you

11. Be sure to write to us, _________?
A. will you

B. aren’t you

12. --- Alice, you feed the bird today, _________?
--- But I fed it yesterday.
A. do you

B. will you

C. didn’t you

D. don’t you

13. The news that they failed their driving test discouraged him, ____?
A. did they

B. didn’t they

C. did it

D. didn’t it

14. I don’t suppose anyone will volunteer, _________?
A. do I

B. don’t I

C. will they

D. won’t they

15. Mrs. Black doesn’t believe her son is able to design a digital camera, _____?
A. is he

B. isn’t he

C. doesn’t she

D. does she

16. Brian told you that there wasn’t anyone in the room at that time, ______?
A. was there

B. wasn’t there

C. didn’t he

D. did he

17. Bill’s aim is to inform the viewers that cigarette advertising on TV is illegal, _____?
A. isn’t it

B. is it

C. isn’t be

D. is he

18. There is no light in the dormitory. They must have gone to the lecture, _______?
A. didn't they

B. don' t they

C. mustn't they

D. haven' t they

19. There was a loud scream from the backstage immediately after the concert ended, ______ ?
A. wasn’t there

B. was there

C. didn’t it

D. did it

20. He never said that he was good at mathematics, ______ ?
A. was he

B. wasn’t he

C. did he

D. didn’t he

主谓一致练习题：
1. Neither he nor I ___ for the plan.
A. were
B. is
C are
D. am
2. My family as well as I ___ glad to see you.
A. was
B. is
C. are
D. am
3. My father, together with some of his old friends, ___ there already.
A. will be
B. had been
C. has been
D. have been
4. There are two roads and either ___ to the station.
A. is leading
B. are leading
C. lead
D. leads
5. Nine plus three ___ twelve.
A. are making
B. is making
C. make
D. makes
6. Twenty miles ___ a long way to cover.
A. seem to be
B. is
C. are
D. were
7. Very few ___ his address in the town.
A. has known
B. are knowing
C. know
D. knows
8. When and where this took place ___ still unknown.
A. has
B. is
C. were
D. are
9. I know that all ___ getting on well with her.
A. were
B. are
C. is
D. was
10. The rest of the novel ___ very interesting.
A. seem
B. is
C. are
D. were
11. Our family ___ a happy one.
A. are
B. was
C. are
D. is
12. The boy sitting by the window is the only one of the students who ___ from the countryside in
our school.
A. was
B. were
C. is
D. are
13. More than one answer ___ to the question.
A. had given
B. were given
C. has been given
D. have been given
14. The students in our school each ___ an English dictionary.
A. are having
B. had
C. has
D. have
15. The pair of shoes ___ worn out.
A. had been
B. have been
C. were
D. was
16. A professor and a writer ___ present at the meeting.
A. had been
B. were
C. is
D. was

17. Those who ___ singing may join us.
A. is fond of
B. enjoy
C. likes
D. are liking
18. There ___ a knife and fork on the table.
A. are
B. is seeming to be
C. seem to be
D. seems to be
19. Over 80 percent of the population ___ workers.
A. will be
B. are
C. is
D. was
20. The whole class ___ greatly moved at his words.
A. is
B. had
C. were
D. was
21. The wounded ___ good care of here now.
A. is taking
B. are taking
C. are being taken
D. is taken
22. Deer ___ faster than dogs.
A. will run
B. are running
C. runs
D. run
23. The police ___ a prisoner.
A. are searched for
B. is searching
C. are searching for
D. is searching for
24. It was reported that six ___ including a boy.
A. had killed
B. was killing
C. were killed
D. was killed
25. The United Nations ___ in 1945.
A. was found
B. was founded
C. were founded
D. were found
26. I, who ___ your good friend, will share your joys and sorrows.
A. was
B. are
C. is
D. am
27. Between the two buildings ___ a monument.
A. is standing
B. standing
C. stands
D. stand
28. Laying eggs ___ the ant queen’s full-time job.
A. have
B. has
C. are
D. is
29. Peter, perhaps John, ___ playing with the little dog.
A. seems
B. were
C. are
D. is
30. Many a student ___ that mistake before.
A. had made
B. has been made
C. have made
D. has made
31. The Arabian Nights ___ well known to English lovers.
A. is being
B. are
C. were
D. is
32. Your new clothes fit you, but mine ___ me.
A. don’t fit for
B. doesn’t fit for
C. don’t fit
D. doesn’t fit
33. Tom’s teacher and friend ___ Mr Smith.
A. has
B. are being
C. is
D. are
34. All that can be eaten ___ eaten up.
A. have been
B. had been
C. has been
D. are being
35. Some person ___ calling for you at the gate.
A. will be
B. is being
C. is
D. are
36. On each side of the street ___ a lot of trees.
A are grown
B. is standing
B. grow
D. stands
37. The number of the people who ___ cars ___
increasing.
A. own….are
B. own…is
C. owns…is
D. owns…are
38. No one except Jack and Tom ___ the answer.
A. are knows
B. is knowing
C. knows
D. know
39. Nothing but cars ___ in the shop.
A. are going to sell B. were sold
C. are sold
D is sold
40. Here is a message of importance to every man and every woman who ___.

A. votes
B. vote
C. voting
D. are voting
41. Politics ___ one of the subjects that I study.
A. are
B. is
C. were
D. was
42. ___ already been interviewed.
A. A number of applicants have
B. A number of applicants has
C. The number of applicants have
D. The number of applicants has
43. ___ is misused in the sentence.
A. A word or two
B. One or two words
C. One and two words
D. Many words
44. There ___ priceless jewellery on display at the exhibition hall.
A. are
B. have
C. is
D. has
45. I am the one who___ wrong.
A. am
B. is
C. are
D. have been
46. Each of the footballers ___ over 150 pounds.
A. weigh
B. weighs
C. weights
D. were weighing
47. There is ___ rice.
A. few
B. a few
C. many
D. a great deal
48. Half of the material ___ away.
A. has been taken B. are taken
C. have been taken
D. were taken
49. The manager or his assistant ___ planning to go.
A. was
B. were
C. be
D. will
50. There ___ in this room.
A. are too many furnitures
B. are too much furniture
C. are too much furnitures
D. is too much furniture

基础语法练习题答案
动词的时态语态练习题答案
1—5 DDDBB
6—10 CDCDA
11—15 CBCA（没有 14 题）
16—20 ABDAC
21—25 ADCCC
26—30 BAACD
31—35 BDCBA
36—40 BCCAC

定语从句练习题答案
1—5 DCBBC
6—10 CDBDC
11—15 DDCDA
16—20 ACADB
21—25 BC(C 选项中 them 改为 whom)CAA

26—30 DDCAB
31—35 BBABA
36—40 BAABC
状语从句练习题答案
1—5 AAACD
9—10 DDDCB
11—15 BAABA
16—20 BCBBC
虚拟语气练习题答案
1—5 CAABB
6—10 BCBCB
11—15 CABDB
16—20 CDCCA
21—25 ADCDC
26—30 BDAAA
31—35 BBACA
36—40 BDACA
41—45 BCACC
46—50 DABAD
倒装练习题答案
1—5 ABABC
6—10 CAAAA
11—15 CAABA
16—20 BDCDC
21—25 DCADC
26—30 CABDB
31—35 CBBDB
独立主格结构练习题答案
1—5 CBABD
6—10 CBAAA
11—15 CBCCB
16—20 CADCA
21—25 AABCA
26—30 CCACC
31—35 CADBB
36—40 BBACC
41—45 ACCAA
46—50 CDABD
反义疑问句练习题答案
1—5 DDCAC

9—10 BDAAD
11—15 ADDCC
16—20 CA AD（18 题答案为 AD） AC
主谓一致练习题答案
1—5 DCCDD
6—10 BCCBB
11—15 DCCCD
16—20 BBDBC
21—25 CDCCB
26—30 DCDDD
31—35 DCCCC
36—40 C（grow）BCDA
41—45 BA （43 题无答案 答案 为 many a word）CB
46—50 BDAAD

